High End Systems Litho Installation Procedure

This guide is to be used for guidance on installing custom lithos (gobos) in the following High End Systems fixtures:

Technospot
SolaSpot LED
SolaSpot Pro CMY LED

It is imperative that gobo holders are removed and replaced one at a time. One of the holders has a homing magnet and must be installed into the correct location. Failing to do so will result in gobo index homing errors

1. Remove the head covers expose the optics.
2. Locate the wheel for new litho.
3. Push up on the exposed tab of the litho holder:
4. Grasp the Litho holder and remove it from the wheel

5. Remove the spring, aperture and gobo

6. Install the Litho according to the manufactures specifications. High End Systems Lithos are installed with the coated side facing away from the light source.

7. Reinstall the aperture and the spring.

8. Install the gobo holder into the wheel by lining up the inner tab of the gobo holder to the tensioner on the wheel.

9. Push the gobo holder into the wheel and insure the holder sits flat on the wheel.